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What's New in Lucity GIS for 2014 and 2014r2 

In this session, we’ll introduce you to new Lucity GIS tools available since ACT 2013 
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Overall Changes in Lucity GIS 
 

Highlights for version 2014 
 New GIS enabled modules:  

o Facility: Equipment Plant 

o Storm: Weirs, BMP Asset Items, MACP Inspections*, Sampling* 

o Sewer: MACP Inspections*, Overflows*, Structure Inspections* 

o Water: Hydrant Flow Tests*, Hydrant Inspections*, Losses*, System Valve Inspections* 

 *Lucity inspection modules can now be linked to a feature class 

o Inspection modules require a custom synchronization that can be defined in the Lucity 
Geodatabase Configuration tool 

o v2014 only supports Lucity to GIS synchronization 

 Improved compatibility with Esri’s date data type. 

o GIS field that contains both a date and time component can now be successfully 
synchronized to both a Lucity Date and a Lucity Time field. 

 Lucity Spatial - Lucity now stores work request and work order geometric information (address, 
x/y, assets locations) directly in the Lucity database.  This change allows the system to display that 
information directly in the map.   

o As work orders are created, updated, deleted a new service, Lucity Spatial Updater, 
processes the changes and writes the spatial information directly into the Lucity database. 

o The Lucity Work Viewer tool in ArcMap allows users to create custom views to these new 
spatial tables allowing for display of live work data in the various Lucity GIS solutions 
(ArcMap, Lucity Web Map, etc). 

Highlights for version 2014r2 
 New GIS enabled modules:  

o General: Parcels 

o Facility: Irrigation Valves, Irrigation Nodes, Irrigation Pipes, Irrigation Controllers 

o Park: Art, Irrigation Nodes, Irrigation Pipes 

o Water: Access Roads, Water Gates 

o Raw Water: Service Manifolds, Service Boxes, Spills, Gauges, Structures, Checks, Culverts 

 Lucity now has a parcel module 

o May require some redesign of Lucity GIS configuration for clients that have both a parcel 
and address point feature class.  Previously, these feature classes could only be linked to 
the Customer Address module. 

 Inspection feature classes now support two-way synchronization 

o Inspection modules require a custom synchronization that can be defined in the Lucity 
Geodatabase Configuration tool 
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 New alternative to Lucity’s SOE for ArcGIS for Server 

o GIS updates from Lucity can now be accomplished via feature services.  With this option, 
you no longer have to install and enable the Lucity SOE on ArcGIS Server map services.  
Instead you would just need to publish a map service that has the Feature Access capability 
enabled on it.  When edits are made in Lucity the related feature is updated in the feature 
service using the ArcGIS REST API. 

 GIS Scheduled Tasks 

o Scheduled Tasks were introduced in v2014 and were solely used for one way 
synchronization to inspection feature classes (Lucity to GIS) 

o 2014r2 includes support for GIS to Lucity synchronization.  This functionality is available for 
all GIS enabled modules (inventory and inspection) 

o Scheduled Tasks can now be, as the name implies, scheduled.  A new service, GIS Task 
Runner, will process any Scheduled Task that is due based upon the user defined frequency 
and other criteria. 

o This functionality greatly expands the Lucity and GIS integration capabilities with use of 
feature services.  No longer are you bound to an ArcMap edit session for syncing simple* GIS 
edits to Lucity.  Edits to the feature service, regardless of who did it and what environment 
they did it in, will now be picked up by Lucity.  Some potential examples: 

 Collector for ArcGIS (iOS & Android)- including disconnected editing 

 Lucity Web Map 

 ArcGIS.com map viewer 

 Any other 3rd party apps that support feature service editing- 
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#/Using_feature_servi
ces_in_a_client_application/0154000005sq000000/ 

 *Merges, Splits, Renumbers, and Deletes must still be done in an ArcMap editing 
environment with the Lucity extension enabled in order for the Lucity inspection, 
construction, and work history to be properly updated. 

 Editing now available in Lucity Web Map 

 The values entered into the Lucity Last Sync Date field in GIS will now be in UTC 

o This is to support the new Scheduled GIS Tasks processing and Esri’s sync enabled feature 
services. 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#/Using_feature_services_in_a_client_application/0154000005sq000000/
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/main/10.2/index.html#/Using_feature_services_in_a_client_application/0154000005sq000000/
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ArcMap Changes 

 

 

 

Tools added or modified for 2014 
Button Name Description 

    
Create Lucity Work 
Layers 

New tool to create both Live and Static views of Work Orders, 
Requests, Master Projects, and PM/Templates. 

   
User Specific Settings Default symbology template supports new Live Lucity work 

layers. 

   
Sewer Renumber 

Sewer Split 

Sewer Merge 

 Now provides warning to user if ID for merged pipe 
already exists.   

 The asset description fields for the associated pipe(s) 
are now updated when doing a split/merge/renumber. 

   
Storm Renumber 

Storm Split 

Storm Merge 

 Now provides warning to user if ID for merged pipe 
already exists.   

 The asset description fields for the associated pipe(s) 
are now updated when doing a split/merge/renumber.  

    
Lucity Editor 
Extension 

Storm Discharge points can now be used as a to/from node for 
storm conduits. 

 New tools added:  

o Create Lucity Work Layers 

 Synch Process now supports GIS composite datetime fields.   

o Composite datetime fields are GIS fields that store both a date and time value.  Typically, 
Lucity stores date and time values in separate fields.  You can now map a single GIS field 
that stores both a date and time value to both the Lucity date field and the Lucity time 
field.  

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Tools added or modified for 2014r2 
Button Name Description 

    
Update Spatial 
Relationships 

New hardcoded spatial relationship for maintaining Parcel and 
Address feature relationships. 

    
Lucity Editor 
Extension 

 Lucity Last Sync Date field in feature class will now be 
populated with datetime in UTC instead of local. 

 Park and Facility Irrigation Pipe feature classes are 
processed like Sewer, Storm, Water pipes where the 
to/from node information is calculated automatically. 

 New Raw Water Pipe to/from node types have been added 
to include: Culverts, Checks, Structures, Gauges, Spills, 
Service Boxes, Service Manifolds. 

 The Lucity Last Sync Date field will now be populated with the current datetime in UTC format 
instead of local.   

o This is to support the new GIS Tasks processing and Esri’s sync enabled feature services. 

 Endpoints for Park and Facility Irrigation Pipes are automatically managed by Lucity extension. 

 Parcel and Address relationships are automatically managed by Lucity extension 

 Raw Water Pipe to/from node types can now include: Culverts, Checks, Structures, Gauges, Spills, 
Service Boxes, and Service Manifolds 

Create Lucity Work Layers 
The Create Lucity Work Layers allows users to create special layers within the map that display 
information about Work Orders, Work Requests, Master Projects, and PM/Templates. This tool launches 
the various Work Location tools allowing users to create layers of work locations. After a work location 
layer is added to the map the individual tools also used to interact with the layers. This tool allows 
users to continue to add additional work location layers to the map   

1. Click on the  button in the toolbar.  The following pop-up will appear: 

 

2. Select the type of work location you would like to create from the drop down list and Click OK.   

 

3. The associated tool will appear allowing you to provide further details specific to the type of 
work. 
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Lucity Live Work Layers 
The Create Lucity Work Layers allows users to create special layers within the map that display 
information about Work Orders. 
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ArcCatalog Changes 

Tools added or modified for 2014 
Name Description 

Add Feature Class Now provides option to map to select Lucity inspection modules 

Scheduled Tasks  New tool to push inspection data from Lucity into feature class. 

Edit Map Service 
Now provides ability to specify a feature service at the feature class level.  
This setting is used for the Spatial Updater service and Scheduled Tasks 

Field Configuration Now supports mapping GIS composite DateTime fields to Lucity. 

 New tools added:  

o Scheduled Tasks 

 Ability to map a feature class to the following inspection/testing modules:  

o Storm MACP Inspections, Storm Sampling, Sewer MACP Inspections, Sewer Overflows, Sewer 
Structure Inspections, Water Hydrant Flow Tests, Water Hydrant Inspections, Water Losses, 
Water System Valve Inspections 

 Composite DateTime support- You can now map a single datetime field in GIS to Lucity, where the 
date and time components are stored in separate Lucity fields.   

o For example, inspection date and inspection times are typically stored separately in Lucity.  
In GIS you can store both the date and time component in a single field and map that field 
to both the Lucity date field and Lucity time field.  The Lucity editor extension will 
properly handle populating Lucity date and time fields with the appropriate value. 

 Edit Map Service- You can now specify a map service at the feature class level.   

o Prior to v2014, the entire geodatabase had to be configured to use the same map service.  
With v2014 there are two new processes, Scheduled GIS Tasks and Spatial Updater service, 
that will use the map service defined at the feature class level first; otherwise, it defaults 
to the service defined at the geodatabase level. 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Tools added or modified for 2014r2 
Name Description 

Edit Map Service Services configured at the feature class level must now be defined in UI 
Admin Map Services module. 

Update Feature Class 
Services 

New tool to associate map and feature services to multiple feature classes 

Connection Properties  The edit map service that is associated to the geodatabase can 
now be edited from the connection properties tab. 

 A new Test Connection button is available with the edit map 
service, which will validate the map service connection. 

Validate Workspace 

Validate Feature Class 

The validation results will now include testing of the map and feature 
service associated to the feature class. 

Scheduled Tasks  Added new task type “Sync- GIS to Lucity” in addition to the 
“Sync- Lucity to GIS” 

 Enabled the ability to schedule the GIS Task 

 Provides processing log details 

Copy GIS Task New tool that can be used to copy a GIS Task template to other feature 
classes 

Update Street Name 
Domains 

Adds ability to create a text domain for composite street name fields.  In 
addition, each of the street component domains will now get applied to all 
feature class fields that are assigned to the corresponding street 
component field. 

Update Work Category 
Domain 

New tool to create a domain for work category component fields.  In 
addition, the domain will get applied to all feature class fields that are 
assigned to a work category component field. 

 New tools added:  

o Update Feature Class Services 

o Scheduled GIS Tasks- “Sync GIS to Lucity” 

o Copy GIS Tasks 

o Update Work Category Domain 

 Edit Map Service- To facilitate the management and configuration of map services with Lucity the 
services configured at the feature class level must first be defined in UI Admin Map Services 
module. 
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Link a feature class to a Lucity Inspection module 
Starting with v2014, there are a few select inspection modules that you can link directly to a feature 
class.  With v2014, only Lucity to GIS synchronization is supported with these inspection feature 
classes.  Using the new GIS Scheduled Tasks you can transfer Lucity inspection data into the feature 
class.  The primary purpose of this functionality is to support Esri’s Local Government Maps and Apps 
that utilize displaying various inspection/testing data. 

 

With v2014r2, we added support for GIS to Lucity synchronization; however, this is only supported with 
Scheduled Tasks it is not supported when directly editing in an ArcMap edit session.  With this added 
support you can now take advantage of data collection outside of an ArcMap edit session, such as using 
Esri’s Collector for ArcGIS to obtain inspection/testing results and have the information imported into 
Lucity using a Scheduled Task. 

 

To configure an inspection feature class with Lucity: 

1. In the Lucity Geodatabase Configuration tool, Right-click on the geodatabase connection node 
that contains the feature class you wish add and click “Add Feature Class”. 

 

2. The following form will appear: 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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3. In the second drop down list select the inspection/testing module.  Click OK. 

 

4. The Geodatabase Configuration will be updated to indicate the new inspection type.  The name 
of the feature class must be entered before this new feature class configuration will be saved.  
Either enter the feature class name directly, or select it from the drop down list of feature 
classes the tool found in the database. 

o Unlike inventory modules, which have just one required field that determines a record uniqueness, 
inspection modules may have a combination of fields that determine the record’s uniqueness and 
these fields aren’t necessarily required.  The fields that determine a records uniqueness and if they 
are required or not will be displayed in the Additional Feature Class Linking Fields section. 

o In the feature class fields grid there is a new column for v2014, Lookup Lucity ID.  This column is 
only enabled for inspection feature classes.  All inspection modules are considered a child of some 
asset inventory module.  The inspection feature class must contain a field that indicates what asset 
it is related to.  For example, a Hydrant Inspection feature must have a field that indicates the 
Hydrant Number.  In Lucity, this relationship is maintained using the LucityID (the ID assigned to 
the hydrant record via the DBMS); however, instead of requiring this arbitrary ID in the inspection 
feature class you can map a field that stores the asset common ID.  When the GIS field contains the 
asset common ID, just check the Lookup Lucity ID checkbox for that mapping.  

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Scheduled Tasks 
Scheduled Tasks were introduced in v2014.  Starting with v2014, scheduled tasks were designed to push 
inspection data from Lucity into the related GIS feature class.  Although the name implies they could 
be scheduled, with v2014 they had to be run manually via the Run GIS Task tool in Lucity Geodatabase 
Configuration tool. 

 

With v2014r2, we added support for GIS to Lucity synchronization.  We also released a new service, 
Lucity GIS Task Runner, which automates the processing of Scheduled Tasks. 

 

Note: 

 Merges, Splits, Renumbers, and Deletes must still be done in an ArcMap editing 
environment with the Lucity extension enabled in order for the Lucity inspection, 
construction, and work history to be properly updated. 

 Number generators, spatial relationships, and any other Lucity GIS extension functionality (as 
found with the ArcMap editing environment) is not performed when Scheduled Tasks 
synchronize features with Lucity. 

 Features must meet the Lucity module requirements in order for them to be synchronized.  For 
example, required fields such as the Lucity common ID must be populated with a unique value.  

 Scheduled Tasks interact with the feature class via map and/or feature services.  Before 
setting up a Scheduled Task you should make sure there is a map service defined at either the 
feature class or geodatabase level. 

 

Creating a new Scheduled Task 

To setup a new Scheduled Task for a feature class: 

1. In the Lucity Geodatabase Configuration tool, right-click on the feature class node and click 
Add>>Scheduled Task. 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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2. The following form will appear: 

 

3. Under General Info- select the desired Task Type from the drop down menu.  For v2014r2, the 
options are: “Sync- Lucity to GIS” and “Sync- GIS to Lucity”. 

a. Note: The Disabled checkbox will prevent the Scheduled Task from being processed by 
the GIS Task Runner service. 

4. Filter Options:  Select whether the task will process all records (default) or process a filtered 
set. 

a. If using a Filtered Set- the Select Filter button will only be enabled for task types of 
“Sync- Lucity to GIS”. 

b. If manually entering the Where Clause, it must pass validation of the underlying data 
source. 

5. Options:  Adjust any additional settings as needed: 

a. Only process records modified since last run- This option checks through the records 
that were selected for processing and only processes those records that were edited 
since the last time the scheduled task processed.   

i. Note:  If this option is checked and the Task Type is “Sync- GIS to Lucity” then 
you must also provide the Last Edited DateTime Field.  If the Task Type is 
“Sync-Lucity to GIS”, then the Lucity Last Mod Date and Time fields will be 
used. 

ii. Not checking this option will result in the following prompt.  Click OK to 
proceed. 

 

b. Last Edited Date Time Field- This option is only enabled if the “Only Process records 
modified since last run” is checked and the task type is “Sync- GIS to Lucity”. 
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c. Insert record if it doesn’t already exist- Allows for new records to be inserted into the 
GIS feature class or Lucity module depending on the task type. 

d. Update existing record- Allows updates to existing records in the GIS feature class or 
Lucity module depending on the task type. 

e. Delete previous inspection(s) for asset- This option is only enabled if the task type is 
“Sync- Lucity to GIS”.  This option causes the task to delete any inspection in the 
feature class that isn’t the most recent inspection for an asset.  The purpose of 
enabling this option is if you want the feature class to only contain the most recent 
inspection for each feature. 

6. Scheduling Info:  This section can be configured so the task is processed by the GIS Task Runner 
service.  

a. Units- Enter a numeric value that indicates how often the process should run.  This 
value is used in conjunction with the Frequency.  For example, if Units = 3 and 
Frequency = Hours then the Scheduled Task would run every 3 hours. 

b. Frequency- Select the desired frequency from the drop down.  The options are Minute, 
Hours, Days, or Months. 

c. Last Run- This is disabled by default, showing the last time the scheduled task ran.  
For new scheduled tasks this will be blank. 

d. Override-.  For new scheduled tasks, or you wish to reset the last run date to trigger 
the scheduled task to get processed again, then you can check the Override checkbox 
which will enable the Last Run text box. 

e. Next Run- This indicates the next time the scheduled task should be processed.  The 
GIS Task Runner service uses this value to determine which scheduled tasks to process. 

f. Recalc- If the Units, Frequency, or Last Run information was updated then the Recalc 
button will update the next run date field based upon the new settings. 

7. History:  This section is read-only and shows when the Scheduled Task was last picked up, when 
the sync process started and when it last finished. 

8. Process log:  This section is also read-only and shows all logging related to the previous 
processing of the scheduled tasks.  When a scheduled task is processed either manually or via 
the GIS Task Runner service, logging entries are recorded in GBAComm.CMGISTASKLOG.  Entries 
are removed after 30 days. 

a. TimeStamp- The time the entry was inserted 

b. Status- Various descriptions to indicate the processing status 

c. Edit- 1=Inserts, 2=Edits, 3=Deletes 

d. Error-1=TransactionalDetails, 2=ValidationFailed, 3=ProcessFailed, 4=ServiceIssue, 
5=BusinessObjectIssue, 6=MissingData 

e. ErrorDescription- Further details regarding the edit or error 

f. ErrorException- Further details regarding error 

g. GUID- The processing batch GUID 

h. ModID- The Lucity Module ID 

i. LucityID- The Lucity Record ID 

j. GISID- The GIS feature’s ObjectID 

k. Syntax- The syntax used for either retrieving, updating, inserting or deleting 
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Copying a Scheduled Task 

To facilitate the process of setting up scheduled tasks for multiple feature classes, you can use the 
Copy GIS Task tool to create a new scheduled task for multiple feature classes: 

1. In the Lucity Geodatabase Configuration tool, right-click on the existing Scheduled Task and  
click Copy Task. 

 

2. The following form will appear: 

 

a. Note: GIS Task Properties are all read-only.  Any item needs to be altered can be done 
on an individual basis after the Copy GIS Task is complete. 

3. On the form select the feature class(es) you wish to create a new Scheduled Task for using the 
existing scheduled task properties.  Once the feature classes have been selected click the 
Assign GIS Task to complete the process. 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Validate a Scheduled Task 

A validation tool is available for scheduled tasks that will run the following checks.  Note: these same 
checks are also performed when running the scheduled tasks: 

 Verifies at least one option has been set: insert, update, delete. 

 Verifies there are feature classes linked to parent module (for inspections only) 

 Validates Lucity to GIS field mappings 

 Validates list of fields used to determine record uniqueness 

 Tests connection to map service for feature class 

 Validates feature class exists in the service 

 Export Validations 

o Confirms feature class is an inspection feature class 

o Tests connection to parent feature class service(s) 

o If Use Last Sync Date option is true- verifies the Lucity module contains a Last Mod Dt 
field 

o If Delete option is true- verifies that the Lucity module has a Most Recent Inspection 
flag 

o Tests the SQL syntax used to obtain the list of Lucity records 

 Import Validations 

o If Use Last Sync Date option is true- confirms that a GIS Date Time Field is defined and 
exists in the layer in service 

o Confirms that the Scheduled Task’s Last Sync Date Time is populated 

o If feature class configuration contains the Lucity Last Sync Date field- confirm it exists 
in layer in service 

o Confirms that the Lucity module contains a Last Mod Dt field 

o Tests the SQL syntax used to obtain the list of GIS records from service 

1. To run the validations, in the Lucity Geodatabase Configuration tool, right-click on the existing 
Scheduled Task and click Validate Task. 

 

2. The validation will start, once complete you will receive a prompt indicating if the validation 
passed with our without errors.  Any errors or tests that failed validation should be reported in 
the process log results. 
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Manually Run a Scheduled Task 

With v2014r2 we released a Lucity GIS Task Runner service that, by default, kicks off every min 
determining if any Scheduled Task is due to run.  There may be different situations in which the 
Scheduled Task needs to be run manually.   

1. In the Lucity Geodatabase Configuration tool, right-click on the existing Scheduled Task and 
click Run Task Now. 

 

2. The following confirmation prompt will appear.  Click Yes if you want to proceed with the 
process. 

 

3. Once complete you will receive a prompt indicating if the task completed with our without 
errors.  Any errors or other processing details will be reported in the process log results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Edit Map Service 
Prior to v2014, an Edit Map Service was defined at the workspace level within GIS Connection Strings in 
UI Admin.  This setting was primarily used for the Lucity SOE to push edits from Lucity to GIS.   

 

 

With v2014, two new Lucity GIS concepts were added that expanded the need to define a map service 
on a feature class level in addition to the workspace/geodatabase level.  The Lucity Spatial Updater 
and Lucity GIS Task Scheduler are new tools introduced in v2014 that interact with map and feature 
services defined at the feature class level.  In v2014r2 we expanded on this concept with the option to 
push edits from Lucity to GIS directly to a feature services without the need for the Lucity SOE. 

 

Prerequisites:  v2014r2 requires that all map and feature services first be configured in UI Admin Map 
Services module before they are available for use in the Geodatabase Configuration tool. 

Note: If an edit map service is not defined at the feature class level the one defined at the 
geodatabase level will be used. 

Associate a Feature Service to a Feature Class 
To define an edit map service at the feature class level: 

1. In the Lucity Geodatabase Configuration tool, select the feature class node and click on the 
Edit Map Service tab. 

 

2. The Edit Map Service tab will show the URL for the service defined at the geodatabase level.  
To use a different service, check the Use alternative service for this feature class checkbox.  
This will enable the drop down list of available feature services.  Select the service you wish to 
use.  Changes are saved automatically once you navigate to a different node in the tree view. 
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Update Feature Class Services 

To facilitate the process of defining feature class level services a tool was provided in 2014r2 that will 
assign a service to more than one feature class at a time: 

1. In the Lucity Geodatabase Configuration tool, right-click on the geodatabase node that contains 
the feature classes in which you want to associate to a service and select Update Feature Class 
Services. 

 

2. The following dialog will appear. 

 

3. Select either the Geodatabase map service or an Alternative feature service.   

a. Note: the Alternative feature service drop down will only contain services defined as 
editable in UI Admin Map Services module. 

b. The Assigned Feature Classes list will show the feature classes currently assigned to the 
selected service. 

c. The Unassigned Feature Classes list will show the feature classes currently not assigned 
to the selected service.  Items in red indicate the feature class has another service 
defined at the feature class level. 

4. Select the feature class(es) from the Unassigned Feature Classes list that you would like to 
associate to the selected service. 

a. Alternatively, you could select feature class(es) from the Assigned Feature Classes list 
to disassociate them from the selected service. 

5. Use the << and >> to associate and disassociate the selected feature classes.  Once done, click 
the Save button. 
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Composite DateTime fields 
Numerous date and time formats are valid using Esri’s Date data type.  For example, all of the 
following are acceptable values for an Esri’s Date field: 

 7/24/2014 

 7/24/2014 12:32 PM 

 12:32 PM 

In Lucity however date and time values are stored in separate fields.  Starting with v2014 you can now 
map an Esri’s Date field to multiple Lucity fields.  The Lucity sync process will extract either the date 
or time portion out of the GIS field value based upon the Lucity field type. 

 

 

In the above example the GIS field, INSPECTDATE, is mapped to both the Hydrant Inspection Date field 
(HI_INSP_DT) and the Hydrant Inspection Time field (HI_INSP_TM).  The following are examples on how 
the Lucity syncronoization would process the information: 

o INSPECTDATE = “7/24/2014” 

o HI_INSP_DT = 7/24/2014 and HI_INSP_TM = null 

o INSPECTDATE = “7/24/2014 12:32 PM” 

o HI_INSP_DT = 7/24/2014 and HI_INSP_TM = 12:32 PM 

o INSPECTDATE = “12:32 PM” 

o HI_INSP_DT = null and HI_INSP_TM = 12:32 PM 

The same concept is followed for edits going from Lucity to GIS. 
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Validations 
Starting with v2014r2, validations in the Lucity Geodatabase Configuration tool now include checks 
against map and feature services. 

One way to validate a service is to run the Test Connections button 
found in the Edit Map Service section of the Connection Properties tab 
for the geodatabase.  This test will: 

 Validate a connection can be made to the service with the URL 
and credentials provided 

 Analize each layer wihin the service to determine if it has a 
conneciton to Lucity. 

 Results including any errors are reported in the validation 
results form.  An example of the results are shown below.  

 

 

 

The other map and feature service tests occur as part of the Validation tools that are available in the 
geodatabase and feature class menus. 

  

 

There are three parts of this validation: 

1. Validates setup in Lucity.  This part checks to make sure required fields are populated, and 
Lucity fields are valid. 

2. Validates setup in geodatabase.  This includes testing the connection to the geodatabase.  
Validates that the feature class exists, fields exist, data types are compatible, etc. 

3. Validates setup in map service.  This test is skipped if both the “Use Feature Service For 
Updates” and “Enable Lucity Spatial” system settings are FALSE.  This section will validate 
the following: 

a. A connection can be made to the service. 
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b. The feature class exists in the service 

c. The feature class fields exist in the service and validates a sample payload 

 

Part of the service validation is to verify the service layer fields exist.  The Lucity tools interact with 
services using the Esri REST API, which field names are case sensitive.  If a conflict in case is found 
during the validation a prompt similar to the following will appear: 

 

 Yes- will update the case in Lucity. 

 No- no changes will be made.  Note- this may cause failure when attempting to read or update 
that field via the map service. 

 Cancel- no changes will be made and further case conflicts will be ignored for this validation 
run. 

 

Once the validation process is complete you will receive a prompt indicating if the validation passed or 
not.  Refer to the validation results window for specifics.  The following is an example of the validation 
results: 
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Update Street Name Domains 
A new domain has been added when running the Update Street Name Domains tool.  This domain is for 
composite street name fields.  Lucity breaks out street address information into the following fields: 
Building number, building suffix, street direction, street prefix, street name, street type, and street 
suffix.  With version 7.6 we supported mapping composite address fields to Lucity.  Now with v2014r2 
you can create a domain against these composite fields using the Lucity street name list. 

 

All street name domains are created using the values as they are defined in the Lucity Street Name 
List.  The following shows an example of what is created for each domain: 

 Street Direction (Lucity.StreetNameDirection) 

o Note: this domain will automatically get associated to all fields linked to a Lucity street 
direction field (typically *_ADR_DIR) 

 

 Street Prefix Type (Lucity.StreetNamePrefixType) 

o Note: this domain will automatically get associated to all fields linked to a Lucity street 
prefix direction field (typically *_ADR_PT) 

 

 Street Name (Lucity.StreetNameName) 

o Note: this domain will automatically get associated to all fields linked to a Lucity street 
name field (typically *_ADR_STR) 
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 Street Type (Lucity.StreetNameType) 

o Note: this domain will automatically get associated to all fields linked to a Lucity street 
type field (typically *_ADR_TY) 

 

 Street Suffix (Lucity.StreetNameSuffix) 

o Note: this domain will automatically get associated to all fields linked to a Lucity street 
suffix field (typically *_ADR_SFX) 

 

 Street Name Composite (Lucity.StreetNameComposite) 

o Note: this domain will automatically get associated to all GIS composite street name 
fields.  These are GIS fields that have been mapped to Lucity using the composite 
option (green line shown below) 

 

 

 Street Name List (Lucity.StreetNameList) 

o Note: this domain will automatically get associated to all fields linked to a Lucity street 
list field (typically *_ADR_ID) 
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Update Work Category Domain 
A new domain tool has been added for creating a domain for GIS fields linked to the Lucity default 
work category field (*_BR_CD).  This field is used to assign a default work order category, so when a 
work order/request is created against the asset it will automatically be assigned to that category of 
work.  Since this field is not a typical code/type picklist the standard Domain configuration tool will 
not work for this field and requires the use of this new Update Work Category Domain tool. 

 

To update work category domains: 

1. In the Lucity Geodatabase Configuration tool, right-click on the geodatabase node and select 
Domains>>Update Work Category Domain. 

 

2. The following dialog will appear:  

 

3. The dialog is prompting for domain owner credentials.  Domains within a geodatabase can only be 
edited by the original creator (domain owner).  Enter the proper credentials and click OK 

4. The following message will appear asking for the domain that corresponds to the default work 
order category code.  If this is the first time the tool has been ran and you currently don’t have a 
domain created, click the Create New button; otherwise select the existing domain and click 
Select. 
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5. Once complete a prompt will appear and you can view details regarding the process in the results 
window.  The following shows an example a Lucity.WorkCategory domain created by the tool: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Lucity Web Map Changes 

 

 

 

Tools added or modified for 2014 
Button Name Description 

    

Relationships Tool has been updated to support the live work order layers 

Tools added or modified for 2014r2 
Button Name Description 

   

 

TOC tools A new zoom to layer tool has been added in the Table of Contents 

     

Swap Web Map A new tool has been added to allow loading of different web maps 

     

Geolocate A new tool has been added to show current location 

     

Edit Tools New tool that provides editing capabilities for feature services in 
map 

   

Selection Tools  A new select by rectangle tool is available 

 New button to switch between selection options (select by 
rectangle, select by polygon, select by point). 

 Last used selection option is now a saved setting 

     

Water Isolation 
Valve Trace 

A new tool that provides an isolation valve pipe trace 

     

Property Viewer A new property viewer tool is now available in the feature data 
grid and identify results windows 

     

Create Inspection A Create inspection tool is now available in the feature data grid 
and identify results windows 
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Swap Web Map 
A new tool has been added allowing users to switch between web maps that are defined in the UI 
Admin Map Setup module.  The tool essentially removes all layers and properties of the current map 
and loads the ones associated with the new map.  This tool also changes the user’s default web map to 
be that of the new map, so the next time the Lucity web map is launched the last web map loaded will 
be used. 

 

To swap out the web map: 

1. On the Lucity toolbar, click the Swap Web Map tool .  The following dialog will appear: 

 

Note:  This tool is disabled if there is an active edit session. 

2. Simply select the web map you wish to load and click OK.  The new web map will load.  Note: you 
may receive prompts for credentials if the new web map has any secured services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Geolocate 
A new tool has been added allowing users to show their current location on the map.  This tool uses the 
W3C Geolocation API (http://www.w3.org/TR/geolocation-API/). 

 Enabling this tool will cause the web page to try and access the user’s location information.  
Since this could compromise a user’s privacy, permission must be obtained before the web map 
can gain access.  Each browser has its own policies and methods for requesting the user’s 
permission. 

 The API is unaware of the underlying location information source.  Common sources of location 
include GPS and location derived from network signals such as IP address, RFID, Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth MAC addresses, and GSM/CDMA cell IDs. 

 

To show your current location on the webmap: 

1. On the Lucity toolbar, click the Geolocate tool . 

2. Depending on your browser settings you may receive a prompt requesting permission to access your 
location information.  You will need to grant permission in order for the tool to function. 

 Example:  

 Note: This tool will not work with all browsers.  In the event that your browser isn’t 
supported a prompt similar to the following will appear: 

 

3. Once location tracking has been enabled, the map will zoom to your location which will be shown 
using a blue flashing dot. The Geolocate tool will also change to blue to indicate the tool has been 
activated.  To turn off location tracking simply click the Geolocate tool again. 

 

http://www.w3.org/TR/geolocation-API/
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Edit Tools 
A new toolset has been provided to allow for basic editing of feature services in the map.  Editing 
capabilities are only available for web maps that contain map services that have been configured to 
allow editing.  New options in the UI Admin Map Services and Map Setup modules must be configured to 
allow editing. 

 The edit toolset can be configured to work with any map service that has feature access 
enabled. 

 The edit toolset can work on both Lucity linked and non-Lucity data. 

 If editing Lucity linked data: 

o Lucity is not directly aware of the edits being made.  The Lucity database is not 
updated when you save your edits.  In order for Lucity to be updated with the edits 
made in the web map you must do one of the following: 

 Setup a GIS Scheduled Task (new functionality available with 2014r2) against 
the underlying feature classes. 

or 

 In ArcMap, using the Lucity Editor Extension run the Force Sync tool on the 
features that have been edited. 

o Only basic editing tasks supported.  Due to the nature of maintaining inspection and 
work history along with feature relationships the following edits are not supported and 
should be avoided in the web map: 

 Renumber (changing the FacilityID/CommonID value for an existing feature) 

 Delete (deleting an existing feature) 

 Split (splitting a sewer pipe, storm conduit, water pipe, or a street 
segment/subsegment/supersegment) 

 Merge (merging sewer pipes, storm conduits, water pipes, or street 
segments/subsegments/supersegments) 

 The edit toolset found in the Lucity web map is an Esri out-of-the-box edit toolset.  We 
currently haven’t implemented any custom code or modifications to these tools. 

 Note:  When the Edit Toolset is active, the Lucity tools (Identify, Select, etc.) will not function 
on the edit layers. 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Configure editing in Lucity Web Map 

To setup a web map for editing: 

1. You first need to indicate that the service has feature access enabled.  In the Lucity Admin tool, 
open the Map Services module. 

 

2. There is a new column in the map services grid that indicates if the map service has an associated 
feature service.  Either update the existing service record, or create a new record and place a 
check in the “Has Feature Service?” column. 

 The URL column should contain the URL to the MapServer not the FeatureServer! 

i. When you publish a map service with feature access capabilities essentially a map 
service and a feature service are created; however, due to the limitations of 
supported operations for feature services (i.e. Identify, Find) we will load the map 
service into the Web Map and only reference the feature service when the editing 
toolset is active. 

ii. Note:  Once the “Has Feature Service?” been checked editing will be enabled in all 
web maps that are configured to use that service.  If there are specific web maps 
in which the editing should be disabled refer to step #3. 

3. Once you have defined which of your services can be edited, you can then override the editing 
capabilities for specific web maps.  In Lucity Admin tool, open the Web Map module.  Edit each of 
the available maps that you wish to disable editing.  On the GIS Map Edit form there is a new 
checkbox in the services grid, “Disable Edits”, place a check in the column for the services you 
wish to disable edits on. 
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Using the Editing Toolset 

To edit layers in the web map: 

1. On the Lucity toolbar click the Edit Tools button .  A floatable edit toolset similar to the 
following will appear. 

  

 If there are no services in the map that have been configured to allow editing the edit 
toolset will be empty. 

 

2. The top toolbar shows all the feature templates published with each of the feature services in the 
map.  Clicking on one of these buttons allow for creation of new features for the associated layer. 

3. The bottom toolbar is the standard Esri editing toolset.  These tools have the following 
functionality: 

 

 Tip- If you are looking to update existing 
attribute data for a feature.  First, click the 

Display Attributes button then click on the 
feature you wish to update. 

 Tip-  On the edit attribute window, the button 
next to Ok is not cancel it is DELETE!!! 

 

The edit toolset used in the Lucity web map is 
an out-of-the-box Esri toolset, which we have 
limited control over. 

 There is an option in system settings that 
controls if edits are saved automatically or 

the user must click the Save button .  Due 
to the previous tip I would recommend that 
saves are not automatic.  
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Selection Tools 
A few changes have been made to the selection tools in the Lucity web map for 2014r2.  In addition to 
the polygon and point selection modes there is now a rectangle selection mode.  Changing the 
selection mode is now accomplished using a new button.  The last used selection mode is now a setting 
that is saved locally. 

 

To select features in the web map: 

1. On the Lucity toolbar, click the Lucity selection tool . 

2. If you want to change the selection mode, click the dropdown button .  The following are the 
different selection modes available: 

  Select by rectangle 

  Select by polygon 

  Select by point 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Water Isolation Valve Trace 
A new tool has been added allowing users to perform a trace on their water main network showing 
locations of the nearest operational isolation valves.  This tool could help determine which valves need 
to be closed in response to water main breaks and other leaks. 

 This tool does not use the GIS environment to perform the trace, instead it performs the trace 
based upon the relationships between mains, valves, hydrants, and service laterals as they are 
defined in the Lucity database. 

 For best results- water mains should be split at all isolation valves.  If mains are not broken at 
isolation valves, the trace will still work, it is just that the entire main will be shown selected, 
extending the selection past the isolation valve. 

 

 Sample logic behind trace: 

o Add starting pipe to selection (the pipe the user clicked to start trace). 

o Add all hydrants to selection that are related to pipe.  The following shows how the 
tool determines the related pipe: 
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o Add all service taps to the selection that are related to the pipe.  The following shows 
how the tool determines the related pipe: 

 

o Check if any system or control valves are associated to pipe and are marked as 
isolation.  The following are screenshots showing what information is being checked: 
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o Note: If the first pipe has two isolation valves on it, the trace is stopped.  Since we 
don’t know the spatial location along the main of the isolation valves we will assume 
the trace can stop. 

o If the first pipe doesn’t have two isolation valves on it, then the trace looks to the 
from/to node information.  The following shows what information is examined in this 
step: 
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o If the from and to nodes are isolation valves the trace is stopped.  If one of the 
endpoints is an isolation valve it stops the trace on that end and continues the trace on 
the other end by repeating the above process for all pipes that share the same from/to 
node. 

o The process stops once all directions of the trace have encountered an isolation valve. 

 

To perform an isolation valve trace: 

1. On the Lucity toolbar, click the Water Trace tool . 

2. With the trace tool active, click on a water main feature in the map where you want the trace to 
start. 

3. When the trace has been completed, all associated hydrant, service taps, and water mains will be 
selected.  The isolation valves will be shown using a red flashing symbol.  You will also notice that 
the data grid will load showing a summary of all the selected features with each tab with a prefix 
of PipeTrace. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Property Viewer 
The Property Viewer tool will show all related module records based upon an address.  This tool is 
available in the data grid toolbar and in the identify window within the web map. 

 

To view related records based upon an address: 

1. Either in the Identify Results window or on the feature data grid toolbar select the Property Viewer 

tool . 

 Note: In the feature data grid toolbar, if there is more than one record in the grid, you 
must select a record before using the Property Viewer tool. 

 You will receive the following dialog if there is not an address associated to the record: 

 

2. If an address is found a dialog similar to the following will appear.  Click the arrow next to the 
address to expand the results. 

 

 

3. By selecting an item, the record will open in the web. 
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Create Inspection Tool 
A tool has been added to the feature data grid toolbar and the identify results window of the web map 
that will create an inspection for the selected feature. 

 

To create a Lucity inspection record from the web map: 

1. Either in the Identify Results window or on the feature data grid toolbar select the Create 

Inspection tool . 

 Note: In the feature data grid toolbar, if there is more than one selected record, you will 
receive the following prompt.  Select Yes to create an inspection just for the selected 
features; otherwise, selecting No will create an inspection for every record in the data 
grid. 

 

 Note:  Not all asset types have inspections.  If you attempt to use the Create Inspection 
tool on an asset that doesn’t have any associated inspection modules the following prompt 
will appear: 

 

2. If there is more than one inspection type for the asset, a prompt will appear allowing you to 
specify the type of inspection that should be created.  Select the inspeciton type and click OK. 

 

3. Once complete, you will receive a prompt indicating if the creation was successful.  If successful, 
the web form will open to the newly created inspection(s). 
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